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In practical terms, controlling a network requires manipulating a large
number of nodes with a comparatively small number of external inputs, a
process that is facilitated by paths that broadcast the influence of the
directly-controlled nodes to the rest of the network. In temporal networks,
such paths are normally seldom instantaneously available. In this talk, I will
show that temporal networks can, compared to their static (i.e. aggregated)
counterparts, reach controllability faster, demand orders of magnitude less
control energy, and the control trajectories are more compact. I will also
show that the energy cost for controlling temporal networks are determined
solely by the spectral properties of an "effective" Gramian matrix. And the
scaling of control energy is largely dictated by the first and the last network
snapshots in the temporal sequence, independent of the number of
intervening snapshots, the initial and final states, and the number of driver
nodes.
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